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5.1

APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4112 - RECONFIGURING A LOT INTO TWO
(2) LOTS - 28 CHARLOTTE STREET COOKTOWN - LOT 303 ON C17915

File Number:

D20/1284

Author:

Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1
2

Proposed Plan of Development ⇩
Infrastructure Charges Notice ⇩

PRECIS
Applicant:

Kerry Hobbs & Debra Wade
PO Box 883
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Owner:

Kerry Hobbs & Debra Wade

Location:

28 Charlotte Street Cooktown

R.P.D:

Lot 303 on C17915

Area:

11,740m2

Zone:

Low Density Residential

Proposed Development:

Reconfiguration of One (1) Lot into Two (2) Lots

BACKGROUND
An application was lodged with Council on 22 November 2019 for the issue of a Development Permit
for reconfiguring Lot 303 on C17915, located at 28 Charlotte Street Cooktown, into two (2)
allotments.
On 28 November 2019, Council issued a Confirmation Notice which confirmed that no Referral
Agencies were triggered as a result of the proposed reconfiguration under the Planning Regulation
2017. The application is code assessable development under the Cook Shire Council Planning
Scheme 2017, therefore assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme codes is required.
SITE
The property is formally described as Lot 303 on C17915, is located in the Cooktown Urban Area,
and is zoned Low density residential under the Planning Scheme. The site encompasses one freehold
allotment of 11,740m2 and approximately 60m of road frontage to Charlotte Street along the
northern boundary of the property. The site is relatively flat with a gentle slope rising towards the
rear of the property. The property is predominately cleared of vegetation has an existing dwelling
house built to the rear of the lot, which will remain as part of proposed Lot 32 (the balance lot)
should the subdivision be approved.
The existing dwelling house is accessed via a 3m wide bitumen sealed driveway. Lot 303 on C17915
is currently serviced by a bitumen sealed road, reticulated water, sewerage, electricity and
Item 5.1
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telecommunication services. Please refer to Figure 1.0 which demonstrates the site and surrounding
locality.

Figure 1: Site and Surrounding Locality
PROPOSAL
Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plan of subdivision (please note that this is not an
endorsed survey plan).
The application proposes to create one (1) additional allotment of 4,000m2 along the frontage to
Charlotte Street. The balance lot is proposed at the rear of the property with a 10 metre wide access
handle containing the already constructed 3 metre wide bitumen sealed driveway, which runs
adjacent to the eastern side boundary of the existing property. The balance lot is to contain the
existing dwelling house and fence line and is proposed to be 7,819m 2.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERTATIONS
STATUTORY
This application is made under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017. The subject lot is
located within the Low density residential zone under the Planning Scheme.
Under Schedule 2 of the Planning Act 2016, reconfiguring a lot means –
(a) Creating lots by subdividing another lot; or

Item 5.1
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(b) Amalgamating 2 or more lots; or
(c) Rearranging the boundaries of a lot by registering a plan of subdivision under the Land Act
or Land Title Act; or
(d) Dividing land into parts by agreement rendering different parts of a lot immediately available
for separate disposition or separate occupation, other than by an agreement that is –
(i)

A lease for a term; including renewal options, not exceeding 10 years; or

(ii)

An agreement for the use of part of the common property for a community title
scheme under the Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997; or

(e) Creating an easement giving access to a lot from a constructed road.
COOK SHIRE COUNCIL PLANNING SCHEME 2017
Given that the application is code assessable, the application is required to be assessed against the
following Planning Scheme codes:
 Low density residential zone code;
 Reconfiguring a lot code;
 Works, services and infrastructure code; and
 Bushfire hazard overlay code.
Low density residential zone code
The purpose of the Low density residential zone code is to provide for –
(a) A variety of low density dwelling types, including dwelling types, including dwelling houses;
(b) Community uses, and small-scale services, facilities and infrastructure, to support local
residents.
The overall outcomes of this code include:
(a) Built form reflects a low-density scale and provides a pleasant living environment with a high
standard of amenity.
(b) Development is dominated by single residential dwelling houses.
(c) Residential neighbourhoods are located close to services, community facilities and
appropriate levels of infrastructure.
(d) Non-residential uses reflect the intended residential built form, support the immediate
community and maintain residential amenity.
Response
The proposed development achieves the purpose of the code and complies with the overall
outcomes.
Reconfiguring a Lot Code
The purpose of this code is to achieve the following overall outcomes for Reconfiguring a Lot:
 New lots are suitable for their intended use and are appropriately designed and sited given
the local landscape and topography;
 The lot layout design is an effective use of the land;
 Suitable areas of public open space are provided in association with the new lots;
Item 5.1
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 Reconfiguration does not impact on the Shire’s water resources;
 The long term productive use of good quality agricultural land is not compromised; and
 The road network design provides for the convenient and safe movement of people and
vehicles.
Response
The proposed lot size, frontage, and depth to frontage ratio of both lots is compliant with Schedule
1 of the Reconfiguring a lot code. The proposed subdivision layout is an appropriate use of the land
with the likely resultant built form of the subdivision being two dwelling houses and associated
outbuildings. The reconfiguration does not impact on the Shire’s water resources and the land is not
considered to be good quality agricultural land (GQAL). The road network access design will be
conditioned to ensure that the access to both proposed lots is convenient and safe for both people
and vehicles.
Performance Outcome 4 (PO4) of the Reconfiguring a lot code:
“Rear lots only occur in exceptional circumstances where justified by the need to protect amenity
or where the site’s physical characteristics make this form of subdivision more practical.”
If the development proposes rear lot access, the access handle is located and constructed to:
(a) Minimise impacts on adjoining properties;
(b) Allow all weather practical access;
(c) Prevent erosion and sedimentation due to vehicle movements;
(d) Minimise dust generate; and
(e) Ensure stormwater flow is managed and discharged to a legal point.
The existing driveway (proposed access handle) is bitumen sealed to minimise impacts on adjoining
properties as well provides all weather access to proposed Lot 32. A condition of approval relating
to access handle requirements will be conditioned as part of the recommendation for approval. Due
to the physical characteristics of the site and the condition of approval, the proposed access handle
is considered acceptable in this instance.
Works, services and infrastructure code
The purpose of this code is to ensure development is provided with the range of infrastructure
services expected by the community.
Response
The existing lot (proposed Lot 32) has a bitumen sealed access crossover and driveway which
services the dwelling house at the rear of the property. Due to poor vehicle siting along the
remainder of the frontage along Charlotte Street, it was determined by Council’s Manager
Engineering that there is no safe access location for a new crossover for proposed Lot 33. As a result,
it was resolved that the existing access be upgraded and become a shared access for both proposed
lots and that the existing services be raised accordingly.
It will also be conditioned that both lots are connected to Council’s reticulated water and sewerage
networks prior to Council endorsement of the survey plan, and that both lots are provided with a
reliable electrical supply at the time of building application. Stormwater will be conditioned to be
directed to a legal point of discharge. The development therefore achieves compliance with this
code.
Item 5.1
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Bushfire hazard overlay code
The purpose of this code is to:
(a) Provide for the assessment of the suitability of development in the Bushfire hazard overlay
area to ensure that risk to life, property, community, economic activity and the environment
during bushfire events is minimised.
(b) Ensure that development does not increase the potential for bushfire damage on-site of to
other property.
Response
The subject site is predominately cleared of vegetation despite a strip of remnant vegetation which
naturally separates the two proposed lots from each other. The site is connected to Council’s
reticulated water network and is easily accessible for fire emergency vehicles in the event of a bush
fire. The Applicant has completed a Bushfire Hazard Checklist from the Planning Scheme which
indicates that the site is a low bushfire hazard area. It is therefore considered that the risk to people,
property and infrastructure is considered minimal and no further assessment against this code is
required.
STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister of the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning
(DSDMIP) has identified that the Planning Scheme, specifically the strategic framework,
appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it applies in the Planning Scheme area.
Consequently, the review of this development application against the provisions of the Planning
Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated in the Cape York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that no referral requirements for
the proposed application apply, therefore the application does not trigger any State referrals.
TIMEFRAMES (DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT RULES)
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period of this application expires on 28
February 2019.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Item 5.1
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Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
The proposed development is located in the Cooktown PIA (Priority Infrastructure Area), therefore,
infrastructure charges are imposed on the proposed development.
Please refer to Attachment 2 for the Infrastructure Charges Notice.
CONSULTATION
Manager Engineering – Amir Akrami
Director Infrastructure – David Klye
DISCUSSION
The proposed development is considered to be consistent with the intent and performance criteria
of the Low density residential zone code and Reconfiguring a lot code, in particular the lot size
requirements of Schedule 1 of the Reconfiguring a lot code. The applicant has satisfied the
requirements under the Development Assessment Rules, and the proposed development will have
no detrimental impact on the amenity or land uses of the surrounding area. It is therefore
recommended by Council’s Planning Officer that the application be approved, subject to reasonable
and relevant conditions.

Item 5.1
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RECOMMENDATION
1. That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website
(as required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) in the event that Council decides
to approve the application:
(a) An assessment was made against the applicable assessment benchmarks and the
proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the surrounding land
uses.
2. That the application by Kerry Hobbs and Debra Wade for Development Permit DA/4112,
Reconfiguring Lot 303 on C17915, located at 28 Charlotte Street Cooktown, into two (2)
allotments be approved subject to the following reasonable and relevant conditions.
A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1. The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the following Proposal
Plan (Appendix A) submitted with the application, except for any variations required to
comply with the conditions of this approval:
 Proposed Plan of Development - Plan of Lots 32 & 33 Cancelling Lot 303 on C17915
– SP306391 – Prepared by Eddy Luigi Picco – Dated 06-06-2019.
Access
2. Access to proposed Lots 32 and 33 must be via a shared six (6) metre wide crossover from
the Charlotte Street frontage, and be constructed in accordance with the requirement of
the FNQROC Development Manual; Drawing numbers S1015 and S1105, and Design
Manual D1, Road Geometry, section D1.17. The crossover shall be designed and
constructed to the requirements of Australian Standard AS2890.1:2004, in particular
Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking Areas and Queuing Areas. Culverts shall
be designed and installed in accordance with Drawing S1105. The pipe size shall be a
minimum of 600mm diameter. Access between the property boundary and the road must
be bitumen sealed.
3. The level of the driveway must be raised to satisfy the site line condition as per
AS2890.1:2004, Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking Areas and Queuing Areas.
The existing services must be raised accordingly.
4. The applicant must submit a Traffic Management Plan written by a suitably qualified
person for Council approval for the works on the road reserve.
Operational Works
5. Engineering Plans must be submitted for approval by Council’s Director Infrastructure
Services as part of an Operational Works application prior to works commencing for
construction of access crossovers (Conditions 2, 3 and 4). These plans must provide
evidence that the sight distance requirements as per AS2890.1:2004 will be met.

Item 5.1
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Access Handle
6. The access handle must be located entirely within the boundary of proposed Lot 32, and
must:
(a) Minimise impacts on adjoining properties;
(b) Allow all weather practical access;
(c) Prevent erosion and sedimentation due to movement of vehicles;
(d) Minimise dust generate; and
(e) Ensure stormwater flow is managed and discharged to a legal point of discharge.
Water Supply
7. Proposed Lots 32 and 33 must be able to be connected to the reticulated water supply
prior to the Council endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
8. Proposed Lots 32 and 33 must be connected to the reticulated water supply at the time of
building application.
Sewerage
9. Proposed Lots 32 and 33 must be able to be connected to the reticulated sewerage
scheme prior to Council endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
Stormwater Drainage
10. All stormwater drainage must be directed to a legal point of discharge.
Electricity
11. Each proposed lot must be provided with a reliable electricity supply at the time of
construction of a dwelling house. Written evidence of such electricity supply must be
provided at the time of lodgement of a building application for a house.
Fire Management
12. The development must be maintained at all times to a standard so as not to create a fire
hazard.
13. Any new building (other than a class 10a) erected on any of the proposed lots shall:
 Be sited in locations of lowest bushfire hazard within the lot;
 Achieve setbacks from fire hazardous vegetation of 1.5 times the predominant
mature canopy tree height, or ten (10) metres, whichever is greater.
Environmental Protection
14. No State declared or environmental pest, plants or animals are to be introduced onto the
property.
15. The applicant must ensure that no soil or silt runoff occurs from the site during the
construction and operational phase of the development.
Public Utilities
16. The developer is responsible for the cost of any alteration to Public Utilities as a result of
complying with Conditions of this approval.

Item 5.1
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17. Utilities design must be in accordance with the FNQROC Development Manual D8
Operational Works Design Guidelines “Utilities”.
Compliance
18. All relevant Conditions of this Development Permit must be complied with prior to the
Plan of Survey being submitted to Council for endorsement.
Outstanding Charges
19. All rates, service charges, interest and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior
to Council Endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
Infrastructure Charges
20. Infrastructure charges must be paid to Council prior to Council endorsement of the Plan
of Survey as indicated on the attached Adopted Infrastructure Charges Notice at the rate
applicable at the time of payment.
Endorsement
21. The reconfiguration of a lot approval authorised by this Development Permit must be
completed and the Plan of Survey submitted to Council for endorsement within four (4)
years from the commencement of this approval or this approval will lapse.
B. Advice (Council)
1. The applicant be advised that a further Development Permit is required for carrying out
Building works, along with Plumbing and Drainage Approval/Compliance Permits required
for any Plumbing and Drainage works, prior to any building construction associated with
this development.
2. The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 and in particular ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all
landowners.

Item 5.1
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Appendix ‘B’ – Adopted Infrastructure Charge Notice

Our Ref:

LM:MF:DA/4112:D20/2395

7 February 2020

Kerry Hobbs & Debra Wade
PO Box 883
COOKTOWN QLD 4895
Dear Mr Hobbs and Ms Wade

ADOPTED INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES NOTICE
DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DA/4112

Proposal:

Reconfiguration of One (1) Lot into Two (2) Lots

Applicant:

Kerry Hobbs & Debra Wade
PO Box 883
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Location of Site:

28 Charlotte Street Cooktown

Real Property Description:

Lot 303 on C17915

Type of Development:

Reconfiguring a Lot

Item 5.1 - Attachment 2
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CHARGES
Development
Class
Reconfiguring a
Lot
(Water
Supply)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Sewerage)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Public Parks
&
Community
Land)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Transport)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Stormwater)

Charge

Unit of Measure

No of Units

Amount of
Charge

$2,100.00

Per Allotment

2

$4,200.00

$2,100.00

Per Allotment

2

$4,200.00

$840.00

Per Allotment

2

$1,680.00

$2,520.00

Per Allotment

2

$5,040.00

$840.00

Per Allotment

2

$1,680.00
Total Charges $16,800.00

Credit Calculation:
Development
Class
Reconfiguring a
Lot
(Water
Supply)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Sewerage)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Public Parks
&
Community
Land)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Transport)
Reconfiguring a
Lot (Stormwater)

Charge

Unit of Measure

No of Units

$2,100.00

Per Allotment

1

Amount of
Charge
$2,100.00

$2,100.00

Per Allotment

1

$2,100.00

$840.00

Per Allotment

1

$840.00

$2,520.00

Per Allotment

1

$2,520.00

$840.00

Per Allotment

1

$840.00
Total Credit

Net Adopted Infrastructure Charges Summary:
Total Adopted Charge
Total Credit
$16,800.00
$8,400.00

$8,400.00

Total Infrastructure Charge
$8,400.00

(Note: The Total Infrastructure Charge = Total Charges – Total Credit for Existing Use)
Due Date for Payment:
Payment of the total infrastructure charge must be made prior to the Council endorsement
of the Plan of Survey.
Payment Details:
Payment of the adopted infrastructure charge must be made to Cook Shire Council.

Item 5.1 - Attachment 2
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Goods and Services Tax
The federal government has determined that rates and utility charges levied by a local
government will be GST free. Accordingly, no GST is included in this infrastructure charge
notice.
Adopted Infrastructure Charge is Subject to Price Variation
The amount of the adopted infrastructure charge is subject to variations in the Consumer
Price Index (C.P.I.). All groups from the reference date stated in this notice until the date the
payment is made.
This notice will lapse if the development approval stops having effect.
RIGHTS OF APPEAL:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 6 of The Planning Act 2016, a person may appeal to the
Planning & Environment Court against the decision of this Council. Please refer to
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2016-025 to access the
Planning Act 2016. Please refer to sections 124, 125, and 229 to 232 which detail your appeal
rights regarding this notice.
Should you require any further information or assistance on this matter please contact
Council’s Planning Officer Michael Fallon on (07) 4082 0500.
Yours faithfully

Lisa Miller
Manager Planning and Environment
Cook Shire Council

Item 5.1 - Attachment 2
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APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4116 - RECONFIGURING A LOT INTO TWO
(2) LOTS - 7 SLAUGHTERYARD ROAD MARTON - LOT 5 ON SP151494

File Number:

D20/2544

Author:

Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1

Proposed Plans of Development ⇩

PRECIS
Applicant:

Allan Morris
3/327 Golden Four Drive
TUGUN QLD 4224

Owner:

Allan Morris

Location:

7 Slaughter Yard Road Marton

R.P.D:

Lot 5 on SP151494

Area:

7,159m2

Zone:

Rural Residential

Proposed Development:

Reconfiguration of One (1) Lot into Two (2) Lots

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An application was lodged with Council on the 28 November 2019 for the issue of a Development
Permit for reconfiguring Lot 5 on SP151494 into two allotments. The property is located at 7
Slaughter Yard Road Marton.
On 12 December 2019, Council issued a Confirmation Notice confirming that the application was
‘properly made’, as well as confirming that no referral agencies were triggered as a result of the
proposed reconfiguration under the Planning Regulation 2017. The development application
therefore requires assessment against the applicable codes and overlays within the Cook Shire
Council Planning Scheme 2017 only.
The application does not require public notification as it is code assessable development under the
Planning Scheme.
SITE
The property is formally described as Lot 5 on SP151494 and is zoned Rural residential under the
Planning Scheme. The site encompasses one freehold allotment of 7,159m2 and has an approximate
road frontage of 71 metres along the eastern boundary to the bitumen sealed Slaughter Yard Road.
Lot 5 SP151494 is low set and heavily vegetated. It is approximately 180 metres north east of where
Slaughter Yard Road intersects with Starke Street.
Qld Globe imagery (see Figure 1) from 2018, shows what appears to be a shed like structure on the
property with various cars and boats stored within the property boundaries. A search of Council’s
records finds no planning or building/plumbing permits have been issued for construction on the
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site. The site has an existing bitumen sealed access crossover to Slaughter Yard Road. Council has
no further record of any infrastructure on this site.

Figure 1 – Subject Site
PROPOSAL
Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plans of development (please note that this is not an
endorsed survey plan).
The application proposed is to essentially split the property in half into two (2) properties of an area
of approximately 3,579m2 each, giving each property an approximate 35.5m of road frontage to
Slaughter Yard Road. The applicant has further proposed that the existing bitumen sealed access
crossover become a shared access to the proposed allotments.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
STATUTORY
This application is made under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017. The subject lot is
located within the Rural residential zone under the Planning Scheme.
Under Schedule 2 of the Planning Act 2016, reconfiguring a lot means –
(a) Creating lots by subdividing another lot; or
(b) Amalgamating 2 or more lots; or
(c) Rearranging the boundaries of a lot by registering a plan of subdivision under the Land Act
or Land Title Act; or
(d) Dividing land into parts by agreement rendering different parts of a lot immediately available
for separate disposition or separate occupation, other than by an agreement that is –
(i)
Item 5.2
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An agreement for the use of part of the common property for a community title
scheme under the Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997; or

(e) Creating an easement giving access to a lot from a constructed road.
COOK SHIRE COUNCIL PLANNING SCHEME 2017
Given that the application is code assessable, the application is required to be assessed against the
following Planning Scheme codes:
 Rural residential zone code;
 Reconfiguring a lot code;
 Works, services & infrastructure code;
 Bushfire hazard overlay code.
Rural residential zone code
The purpose of the Rural residential zone is to provide for residential uses and activities on large lots,
including lots for which the local government has not provided infrastructure and services.
The purpose of this code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:
a) The Rural residential zone is characterised by large residential lots offering a high standard
of residential amenity in a semi-rural setting;
b) The predominant built form is one dwelling house per lot, with a maximum height of two
storeys;
c) Low impact activities such as hobby farming occur where compatible with the rural
residential nature of the surrounds and do not detrimentally impact upon local amenity via
odour, chemical sprays, traffic, or noise;
d) Where town water and sewerage are not available, domestic infrastructure is contained
entirely within the boundaries of the site;
e) Rural residential areas do not alienate agricultural land or compromise farming activities on
adjoining rural zoned land;
f) Community services and facilities are readily accessible;
g) The environmental and biodiversity values of the land are protected;
h) Rural residential zoned land is protected from subdivision or changes of use. OM6 – Future
Urban Expansion Overlay Map identifies Rural Residential land that may provide for the
long-term expansion of the township only where there is an overwhelming community need.
Comments:
The property is within OM6 – Future Urban Expansion Overlay which identifies rural residential
land that may provide for the long-term expansion of the township only where there is an
overwhelming community need. If Council plans on extending water or sewer networks to the
Marton urban area in the future, this subdivision would then satisfy this overall outcome, however
at this stage it is an area of non-compliance for the proposed development.
The development application submitted demonstrates compliance with the remaining performance
outcomes of the Rural residential zone code.
Reconfiguring a lot code
The purpose of this code is to achieve the following overall outcomes for Reconfiguring a Lot:
Item 5.2
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 New lots are suitable for their intended use and are appropriately designed and sited given
the local landscape and topography;
 The lot layout design is an effective use of the land;
 Suitable areas of public open space are provided in association with the new lots;
 Reconfiguration does not impact on the Shire’s water resources;
 The long term productive use of good quality agricultural land is not compromised; and
 The road network design provides for the convenient and safe movement of people and
vehicles.
Comments:
The proposed subdivision does not comply with the Schedule 1 – Minimum Lot Dimensions of the
Reconfiguring a lot code. The minimum lot size for rural residential zoned lots is 4,000m 2 (where
reticulated water is not provided) with a minimum road frontage of 40 metres. This application
proposes two (2) properties of an area of approximately 3,579m2 each, giving each property an
approximate 35.5m of road frontage. Notwithstanding this area of non-compliance, the lot sizes are
only marginally under the required lot size, and are consistent with the adjacent properties to the
south in terms of shape.
As the subject site is relatively flat, the proposed lots are considered to be appropriately designed
and sited given the local landscape and topography. As the likely resultant built form of this
development would be for a dwelling house and associated outbuildings, the lot sizes would need
to be large enough to support an on-site septic system. It has been confirmed with Council’s
Plumbing Inspector that there is more than enough land to accommodate an on-site septic system
on the proposed lots should this subdivision be approved by Council. The application therefore
satisfies the performance outcomes of the Reconfiguring a lot code.
Works, services and infrastructure code
The purpose of this code is to ensure development is provided with the range of infrastructure
services expected by the community.
Response:
The existing lot has a bitumen sealed access crossover although it has been recommended by
Council’s Manager Engineering that this access be upgraded to reflect current standards as well as
to provide a shared access to both of the proposed lots. It will also be conditioned that an on-site
septic system be required at the time of building application as well as the provision of a water tank
for water supply. No filling or excavation is proposed as part of this development, and stormwater
and electricity related conditions will also be imposed.
The application therefore complies with the overall outcomes of this code.
Bushfire hazard overlay code
The purpose of this code is to:
(a) Provide for the assessment of the suitability of development in the Bushfire hazard overlay
area to ensure that risk to life, property, community, economic activity and the environment
during bushfire events is minimised.
(b) Ensure that development does not increase the potential for bushfire damage on-site of to
other property.
Response:
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The subject site is contained within a medium potential bushfire hazard area. Conditions of approval
relating to bushfire mitigation will be imposed on this development.
STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister of the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning
(DSDMIP) has identified that the Planning Scheme, specifically the strategic framework,
appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it applies in the Planning Scheme area.
Consequently, the review of this development application against the provisions of the Planning
Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated in the Cape York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that no referral requirements for
the proposed application apply, therefore the application does not trigger any State referrals.
TIMEFRAMES (DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT RULES)
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period of this application expires on 11
February 2019.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
The proposed development is not located in a Priority Infrastructure Area, therefore infrastructure
charges cannot be imposed.
CONSULTATION
Manager Engineering – Amir Akrami
Director Infrastructure – David Klye
Plumbing Inspector – Bruce Sinclair
DISCUSSION
The proposed development is considered to be consistent with the intent and performance criteria
of the Rural residential zone code and the Reconfiguring a lot code (despite the non-compliance
with Schedule 1 of the Reconfiguring a lot code). Although the proposed lot sizes are below the
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required lot sizes, it has been confirmed during the assessment of this proposal that the proposed
lot sizes are consistent with the lot sizes in the immediate vicinity, in particular the 4 lots from the
Starke and Slaughter Yard Road intersection (south of the subject site). Given the locality and site
characteristics, this area of non-compliance is considered acceptable in this instance.
The applicant has satisfied the requirements under the Development Assessment Rules, and the
proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the amenity or land uses of the
surrounding area. It is therefore recommended by Council’s Planning Officer that the application be
approved, subject to reasonable and relevant conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
1. That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website
(as required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) in the event that Council decides
to approve the application:
(a) An assessment was made against the applicable assessment benchmarks and the
proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the surrounding land
uses.
2. That the application by Allan Morris for Development Permit DA/4116, Reconfiguring Lot
5 on SP151494, located at 7 Slaughter Yard Road Marton, into two (2) allotments be
approved subject to the following reasonable and relevant conditions.
A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1. The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the following Proposal
Plan (Appendix A) submitted with the application, except for any variations required to
comply with the conditions of this approval:
 Proposed Subdivision Lots 5-6 – Client: Allan Morris – Lot 5 on SP151494 –Prepared
by: Kim McCarthy Surveys Pty Ltd;
 Plan of lots 1-5, Cancelling Lot 3 on CP M24113 – SP15149 – Kim McCarthy Surveys
Pty Ltd.
Access
2. Access to proposed Lots 5 and 6 must be via a shared six (6) metre wide crossover from
the Slaughter Yard frontage, and be constructed in accordance with the requirements of
the FNQROC Development Manual; Drawing numbers S1015 and S1105, and Design
Manual D1, Road Geometry, section D1.17. The crossover shall be designed and
constructed to the requirements of Australian Standard AS2890.1:2004, in particular
Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking Areas and Queuing Areas. Culverts shall
be designed and installed in accordance with Drawing S1105. The pipe size shall be a
minimum of 600mm diameter. Access between the property boundary and the road must
be bitumen sealed.
3. The level of the driveway must be raised to satisfy the site line condition as per
AS2890.1:2004, Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking Areas and Queuing Areas.
4. The applicant must submit a Traffic Management Plan written by a suitably qualified
person for Council approval for the works on the road reserve.
Operational Works
5. Engineering Plans must be submitted for approval by Council’s Director Infrastructure as
part of an Operational Works application prior to works commencing for construction of
the access crossover (Conditions 2-4). These plans must provide evidence that the sight
distance requirements as per AS2890.1:2004 will be met.
Water Supply
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6. A separate source of water supply must be provided to each proposed lot at the time of
construction of a dwelling house. This would be satisfied by the provision of a rainwater
tank with a minimum capacity for 50,000 litres. Where an alternative source of supply is
available within the allotment, the applicant can provide certified evidence as to the flow
rates and water quality of the bore water or other supply to eliminate or reduce the
requirement of on-site water storage.
Effluent Disposal
7. Any application for wastewater treatment and disposal must include details of the
proposed wastewater disposal systems and calculation demonstrating compliance with
the Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code and AS/NZS 1547:2000 – ‘On-site
domestic wastewater management’. Details are to be provided at the time of lodgement
of a plumbing and building application.
Electricity
8. Each proposed lot must be provided with a reliable electricity supply at the time of
construction of a dwelling house. Written evidence of such electricity supply must be
provided at the time of lodgement of a building application for a house.
Fire Management
9. The development must be maintained at all times to a standard so as not to create a fire
hazard.
10. Any new building (other than a Class 10a) erected on any of the proposed lots must:
 Be sited in locations of lowest bushfire hazard within the lot;
 Achieve setbacks from fire hazardous vegetation of 1.5 times the predominant
mature canopy tree height or ten (10) metres, whichever is the greater; and
 Be provided with a source of water for fire-fighting purposes of not less than 5,000
litres. This must be satisfied by the provision of an accessible dam, swimming pool,
or water tank. In the case of a tank supply, delivery of the water should be provided
through a 50mm male Camlock fitting. The outlet from the tank water supply or
the dam/pool shall be located within an accessible position within forty (40) metres
from the habitable buildings. Details are to be provided at the time of building
application.
Environmental Protection
11. No State Declared or environmental pest plants and/or animals are to be introduced onto
the property.
12. The applicant must ensure that no soil or silt runoff occurs from the site during the
construction and operational phase of the development.
Stormwater Drainage
13. All stormwater drainage must be directed to a legal point of discharge.
Public Utilities
14. The developer is responsible for the cost of any alteration to the public utilities as a result
of complying with conditions of this approval.
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15. Utilities design must be in accordance with the FNQROC Development Manual D8
Operational Works Design Guidelines “Utilities.
Compliance
16. All relevant conditions of this development permit must be complied with prior to the Plan
of Survey being submitted to Council for endorsement.
Outstanding Charges
17. All rates, service charges, interest and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior
to Council endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
Signing and Sealing
18. The reconfiguration of a lot approval authorised by this Development Permit must be
completed and the Plan of Survey submitted to Council for endorsement within four (4)
years from the commencement of this approval or this approval will lapse.
B. Advice (Council)
1. The applicant be advised that a further Development Permit is required for carrying out
Building works for any proposed or existing structure/s on-site, along with Plumbing and
Drainage Approval/Compliance Permits required for any Plumbing and Drainage works,
prior to any building construction associated with this development.
2. The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 and in particular ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all
landowners.
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APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4114 - RECONFIGURING A LOT INTO TWO
(2) LOTS - 630 POISON CREEK ROAD COOKTOWN - LOT 2 ON RP850072

File Number:

D20/2695

Author:

Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1

Proposed Plan of Development ⇩

PRECIS
Applicant:

Shaun Dignan
C/- U&i Town Plan
PO Box 1049
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Owner:

Shaun Dignan

Location:

630 Poison Creek Road Cooktown

R.P.D:

Lot 2 on RP850072

Area:

17.74 Hectares

Zone:

Rural

Proposed Development:

Reconfiguration of One (1) Lot into Two (2) Lots

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An application was lodged with Council on 25 November 2019 for the issue of a development permit
for reconfiguring Lot 2 on RP850072, located at 630 Poison Creek Road Cooktown, into two
allotments.
On 9 December 2019, Council issued a Confirmation Notice which confirmed that no referral
agencies were triggered as a result of the proposed reconfiguration under the Planning Regulation
2017. The application is code assessable development under the Cook Shire Council Planning
Scheme 2017, therefore assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme codes is required.
SITE
The property is formally described as Lot 2 on RP850072 and located at 630 Poison Creek Road. The
property is zoned Rural under the Planning Scheme, with a road frontage to Poison Creek Road of
260 metres and an area of 17.74 hectares. The property currently contains a dwelling house and
associated outbuildings on the southern portion of the property, as well as a patch of regulated
vegetation on the northern portion of the block. The site also has a frontage along the southern
boundary to Poison Creek, which runs west to east.
The existing dwelling house is serviced by a five (5) metre wide access easement over the adjoining
property to the west, with an existing access crossover serviced from Poison Creek Road. The
dwelling house is also serviced by an existing bore.
The site is relatively flat, with approximately half of the site cleared and the remaining half consisting
of regulated vegetation.
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Please refer to Figure 1 for reference of the site and surrounding locality.

Figure 1: Site and Surrounding Locality
PROPOSAL
Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plan of development.
The proposed application is seeking to subdivide existing Lot 2 on RP850072 into two rural lifestyle
allotments, with proposed Lot 2 being 8.89 hectares in size, and proposed Lot 4 being 8.85 hectares
in size.
Proposed Lot 2 will have a 5 metre road frontage to Poison Creek Road (via existing access
easement), and proposed Lot 4 will have 260 metres of road frontage to Railway Avenue along the
northern boundary. A building envelope has been proposed to be located in the north eastern
corner of proposed Lot 4 with the likely resultant development being a dwelling house and
associated outbuildings. A new access crossover is proposed on the eastern side of the frontage to
Railway Avenue to service the proposed building envelope. No vegetation clearing is proposed as
part of this development.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERTATIONS
STATUTORY
This application is made under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017. The subject lot is
located within the Low density residential zone under the Planning Scheme.
Under Schedule 2 of the Planning Act 2016, reconfiguring a lot means –
(a) Creating lots by subdividing another lot; or
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(b) Amalgamating 2 or more lots; or
(c) Rearranging the boundaries of a lot by registering a plan of subdivision under the Land Act
or Land Title Act; or
(d) Dividing land into parts by agreement rendering different parts of a lot immediately available
for separate disposition or separate occupation, other than by an agreement that is –
(i)

A lease for a term; including renewal options, not exceeding 10 years; or

(ii)

An agreement for the use of part of the common property for a community title
scheme under the Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997; or

(e) Creating an easement giving access to a lot from a constructed road.
COOK SHIRE COUNCIL PLANNING SCHEME 2017
Given that the application is code assessable, the application is required to be assessed against the
following Planning Scheme codes:
 Rural zone code;
 Reconfiguring a lot code;
 Works, services & infrastructure code;
 Biodiversity overlay code;
 Bushfire hazard overlay code.
Rural zone code
The purpose of the rural zone is to –
(a) Provide for rural uses and activities;
(b) Provide for other uses and activities that are compatible with(i)

Existing and future rural uses and activities;

(ii)

The character and environmental features of the zone;

(c) Maintain the capacity of land for rural uses and activities by protecting and managing
significant natural resources and processes.
Response:
 The land is not considered to be Good Quality Agricultural Land (GQAL) and is not mapped
in Council’s Rural Land Use Overlay as being Agricultural Land Class A and B. After a site
inspection, it was confirmed that the soil quality appears to be quite poor for a large portion
of the property.
 Adequate road infrastructure is provided to service both proposed lots;
 Built form is consistent with the rural character (typically a dwelling house with associated
outbuildings).
 As both lots are proposed to be accessed via different road infrastructure, the proposed
subdivision will not be recognisable when looking from both Poison Creek Road and Railway
Avenue.
 The development maintains adequate separation from natural features, such as prominent
hills and ridges, creeks, gullies, waterways and wetlands, so they are retained, managed and
enhanced. The existing regulated vegetation will naturally screen the two properties.
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 The subject land is only 17.74 hectares and is not suitable for farming purposes due the a
large number of rocks and poor soil quality;
 The proposed rural lifestyle allotments are situated approximately 15 minutes from the
Cooktown urban area;
 The proposed building envelope on Lot 4 is suitably located and is easily accessible by
emergency services if required;
 The proposed allotments have more than adequate area to accommodate for an on-site
septic system;
 There is a number of rural lifestyle allotments in the surrounding locality (refer to Figure 2).

Figure 2: Surrounding Locality (Rural lifestyle allotments)
To conclude the above, the proposed development application is based on sufficient planning
grounds, and achieves compliance with the purpose and performance outcomes of the Rural zone
code.
Reconfiguring a Lot Code
The purpose of this code is to achieve the following overall outcomes for Reconfiguring a Lot:
 New lots are suitable for their intended use and are appropriately designed and sited given
the local landscape and topography;
 The lot layout design is an effective use of the land;
 Suitable areas of public open space are provided in association with the new lots;
 Reconfiguration does not impact on the Shire’s water resources;
 The long term productive use of good quality agricultural land is not compromised; and
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 The road network design provides for the convenient and safe movement of people and
vehicles.
Response
The proposed lot sizes for this application are well below the 100 hectare lot size requirement under
Schedule 1 of the Reconfiguring a lot code. Whilst this is recognised, it is important to note that the
proposed rural lifestyle allotments are not considered to be Good Quality Agricultural Land (GQAL)
due to an abundance of rocks and poor soil quality. Over recent years, Council has been generally
supportive of subdivisions which create rural lifestyle allotments down to 4 hectares in size.
Part 3 – Strategic Framework of the CSC Planning Scheme 2017
3.4 Land Use Pattern
3.4.1 Strategic Outcomes
3.4.1.1 Specific Outcomes for Land Use in Cook Shire include:
(5) Opportunities exist to create rural lifestyle allotments down to 4ha in areas of the Shire close to
services and facilities and with appropriate access to such services and facilities. Such allotments
provide for small-scale horticultural and tropical fruit enterprises as well as housing choice in a
rural/natural setting.
The proposed two rural lifestyle allotments will not be detrimental to the adjacent properties nor
will it adversely impact on the surrounding area. The development is therefore considered to be a
good outcome for the property and the immediate area as it complies with the purposes and overall
outcomes of the Reconfiguring a lot code.
Works, services and infrastructure code
The purpose of this code is to ensure development is provided with the range of infrastructure
services expected by the community.
Response:
The proposed development complies with relevant performance outcomes of this code. Conditions
will be imposed on the development which require on-site septic systems, potable water tanks of
50,000L (or an alternate source of water supply), and evidence of electricity supply for any future
dwelling house on proposed Lot 4. The already constructed access crossover to the existing dwelling
house will remain as part of proposed Lot 2 with the internal driveway via the approved access
easement into the property boundary. A new crossover for proposed Lot 4 will be conditioned in
the location identified in the proposed plan of development to current engineering (FNQROC
Manual) standards. The proposed development application demonstrates full compliance with this
code.
Biodiversity overlay code
The purpose of the Biodiversity overlay code is to protect biodiversity through:
(a) Avoiding development within biodiversity areas;
(b) Minimising the adverse impacts of development on biodiversity;
(c) Management of pest and invasive species;
(d) Strategic rehabilitation occurs through restoration of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems;
(e) Encourage expansion of habitat connectivity;
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(f) Minimise downstream impacts on biodiversity including fish habitats and the Great Barrier
Reef.
Response:
Given that there is an existing house on proposed Lot 2, and a cleared area in the building envelope
for proposed Lot 4 to accommodate a dwelling and associated outbuildings, no vegetation of
importance is proposed to be cleared to allow this development to occur. No further assessment is
required against this code.
Bushfire hazard overlay code
The purpose of this code is to:
(a) Provide for the assessment of the suitability of development in the Bushfire hazard overlay
area to ensure that risk to life, property, community, economic activity and the environment
during bushfire events is minimised.
(b) Ensure that development does not increase the potential for bushfire damage on-site of to
other property.
Response:
The subject site is contained with a potential and medium bushfire hazard area. Conditions of
approval relating to bushfire mitigation will be imposed on the development.
STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister of the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning
(DSDMIP) has identified that the Planning Scheme, specifically the strategic framework,
appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it applies in the Planning Scheme area.
Consequently, the review of this development application against the provisions of the Planning
Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated in the Cape York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that no referral requirements for
the proposed application apply, therefore, the application does not trigger any State referrals.
This was confirmed by Council’s Planning Officer with the State Assessment and Referral Agency
(SARA).
TIMEFRAMES (DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT RULES)
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period of this application expires on 28
February 2020.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
The proposed development is located outside of any mapped PIA (Priority Infrastructure Area),
therefore, infrastructure charges are not imposed on the proposed development.
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is code assessable therefore public notification is not required.
CONSULTATION
Reel Planning – Kieran Ryan
Manager Planning and Environment – Lisa Miller
Director Infrastructure – David Klye
Manager Engineering – Amir Akrami
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
DISCUSSION
The proposed development is considered to be consistent with the intent and performance criteria
of the Rural Zone Code and Reconfiguring a Lot Code, as well as the other applicable codes
mentioned in this report.
Although the proposed lot sizes are well below lot size requirements of Schedule 1 of the
Reconfiguring a Lot Code, it has been confirmed during the assessment of this application that the
proposed lot sizes are consistent with the lot sizes in the immediate vicinity. Given the locality and
site characteristics, this area of non-compliance is considered acceptable in this instance.
The applicant has satisfied the application requirements as set by the Development Assessment
Rules. The proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the amenity or land uses of
the surrounding area and it is, therefore, recommended by Council’s Planning Officer that the
application be approved subject to reasonable and relevant conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
1. That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website
(as required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) in the event that Council decides
to approve the application:
(a) An assessment was made against the applicable assessment benchmarks and the
proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the surrounding land
uses.
2. That the application by Shaun Dignan C/- U&i Town Plan for Development Permit
DA/4114, Reconfiguring Lot 2 on RP850072, located at 630 Poison Creek Road Cooktown,
into two (2) allotments be approved subject to the following reasonable and relevant
conditions.
A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1. The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the following Proposal
Plan (Appendix A) submitted with the application, except for any variations required to
comply with the conditions of this approval:
 Plan #: R2-19(1) - Development Plans – 1 into 2 Lot Reconfiguration (Lot 2 on
RP850072) – Prepared by: U&i Town Plan – Date: 09/05/2019.
Access
2. Access to proposed Lot 2 must be via the existing crossover on Poison Creek Road.
3. Access to proposed Lot 2 must remain within the existing access easement on Lot A on
RP744512 (over Lot 1 on RP744512).
4. Access to proposed Lot 4 must be via a three (3) metre wide crossover from the Railway
Avenue frontage, and be constructed in accordance with the requirements of the FNQROC
Development Manual; Drawing numbers S1015 and S1105, and Design Manual D1, Road
Geometry, section D1.17.
The crossover shall be designed and constructed to the requirements of Australian
Standard AS2890.1:2004, in particular Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking
Areas and Queuing Areas. Culverts shall be designed and installed in accordance with
Drawing S1105. The pipe size shall be a minimum of 600mm diameter.
5. The level of the driveway for proposed Lot 4 must be raised to satisfy the site line condition
as per AS2890.1:2004, Section 3: Access Facilities to Off-Street Parking Areas and Queuing
Areas.
6. The applicant must submit a Traffic Management Plan written by a suitably qualified
person for Council approval for the works on the road reserve.
Operational Works
7. Engineering Plans must be submitted for approval by Council’s Director Infrastructure
Services as part of an Operational Works application prior to works commencing for
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construction of the access crossover (Conditions 4-6). These plans must provide evidence
that the sight distance requirements as per AS2890.1:2004 will be met.
Water Supply
8. A separate source of water supply must be provided to each proposed lot at the time of
construction of a dwelling house. This would be satisfied by the provision of a rainwater
tank with a minimum capacity for 50,000 litres. Where an alternative source of supply is
available within the allotment, the applicant can provide certified evidence as to the flow
rates and water quality of the bore water or other supply to eliminate or reduce the
requirement of on-site water storage.
Effluent Disposal
9. Any application for wastewater treatment and disposal must include details of the
proposed wastewater disposal systems and calculation demonstrating compliance with
the Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code and AS/NZS 1547:2000 – ‘On-site
domestic wastewater management’. Details are to be provided at the time of lodgement
of a plumbing and building application.
Electricity
10. Each proposed lot must be provided with a reliable electricity supply at the time of
construction of a dwelling house. Written evidence of such electricity supply must be
provided at the time of lodgement of a building application for a house.
Fire Management
11. The development must be maintained at all times to a standard so as not to create a fire
hazard.
12. Any new building (other than a class 10a) erected on any of the proposed lots shall:
 Be sited in locations of lowest bushfire hazard within the lot;
 Achieve setbacks from fire hazardous vegetation of 1.5 times the predominant
mature canopy tree height or ten (10) metres, whichever is the greater;
 Be provided with a source of water for fire-fighting purposes of not less than 5,000
litres. This must be satisfied by the provision of an accessible dam, swimming poor,
or water tank. In the case of a tank supply, delivery of the water should be provided
through a 50mm male Camlock fitting. The outlet from the tank water supply or
the dam/pool shall be located within an accessible position within forty (40) metres
from the habitable buildings. Details are to be provided at the time of building
application.
Environmental Protection
13. No State Declared or environmental pests, plants and animals are to be introduced onto
the property.
14. The applicant must ensure that no soil or silt runoff occurs from the site during the
construction and operational phase of the development.
Stormwater Drainage
15. All stormwater drainage must be directed to a legal point of discharge.
Public Utilities
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16. The developer is responsible for the cost of any alteration to the public utilities as a result
of complying with conditions of this approval.
17. Utilities design must be in accordance with the FNQROC Development Manual D8
Operational Works Design Guidelines “Utilities.
Compliance
18. All relevant conditions of this development permit must be complied with prior to the Plan
of Survey being submitted to Council for endorsement.
Outstanding Charges
19. All rates, service charges, interest and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior
to Council endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
Signing and Sealing
20. The reconfiguration of a lot approval authorised by this Development Permit must be
completed and the Plan of Survey submitted to Council for endorsement within four (4)
years from the commencement of this approval or this approval will lapse.
B. Advice (Council)
1. The applicant be advised that a further Development Permit is required for carrying out
Building works for any proposed or existing structure on-site, along with Plumbing and
Drainage Approval/Compliance Permits required for any Plumbing and Drainage works,
prior to any building construction associated with this development.
2. The applicant be advised that any future vegetation clearing of regulated vegetation
identified on the approved plan of development must be approved by the Department of
Natural Resources, Mines, and Energy prior to works commencing.
3. The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 and in particular ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all
landowners.
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